
SOUTH  WALES  KENNEL  ASOCIATION  2010 

King Charles Spaniel 

Class 558.   Minor Puppy Dog. 

1.       Leach's AMANTRA ASPREY. A quality puppy so well put together with a super head for his age. 

Has no fear of the big ring and was really enjoying his day out. Certainly one to watch for the 

future. 

2.       Smith's JUSTACHARMA OH SO MAGIC. Another quality boy. Not quite so mature as number 

one  But everything in the correct proportion. So well balanced and enjoying his chance to 

be a showman. 

Class 559. Puppy Dog. 

1.       Pearce's AMANTRA REGINALD A super shape and stands out with balanced markings. A real 

Masculine head framed with heavily fringed ears. A real show off in the ring and if he continues 

as at the moment definitely one for the future 

2.       Dawson & Jones POMELO TRIPLE CHANCE.  Another quality puppy at the moment a little larger 

than 1. but this should resolve with maturity. Very sound and well balanced on the move. 

3.       Pascoe's CWMTlRION LITTLEN BOY PEEP 

Class 560. Junior Dog. 

1.       Mochrie's DOWNSBANK ALL THAT-JAZZ. A super Black / Tan with beautifully presented coat, 

A perfect size and so well balanced. Head in proportion with the rest of the body and a really 

good tail set.   Shows really well and a picture to watch in the ring. 

2.       Lunt's BEECHGLEN SUMMERTIME.  Quality coat well prepared and performing well in the ring. 

Good size and maturing well. An impressive class arid he won his placing well, 

3.       Wallhead's SLEEPYHOLLOW TRIKKI DIKKI AT MERIDA 

Class 561 Post Grad Dog 



1.       Askins & Kendall's HEADRA'S CHOCOLATE D LITE  This dog really impressed me when he came 

into the ring.   Full of quality he performed as an expert. So well balanced and so sound he was 

presented so well and gave an all over picture of confidence and excitement. BOB 

2.       Leach's AMANTRA CARTE BLANCHE. A super size this boy he was enjoying his day out. A 

quality coat and finish he had a good free movement as he moved round the ring. 

3.       Salgujero's DOWNSBANK BILBO BAGGINS 

Class 562. Limit Dog 

1.   Smith's AGEANCOURT MAGIC ONCE MORE IS JUSTACHARMA A super sized dog  with a 

real mature head and body. So well balanced when he moved, he was a real quality King Charles. 

2.   Anderson & Watt's NISYROS COLL HAND LUKE This was of the same type as number one, 

both having the same father.  Number 1 won his placing on maturity but I'm sure this boy will 

catch up. 

3.   GOODWIN'S TUCHERISH STANLEY DIGGLE Class 563     Open Dog 

1.    Waters & Robins CH MAIBEE THEO What a lovely young dog. Super size with wide chest 

And good short level back. Well marked and everything in the correct place. 

A delight to watch moving in the ring. R.C.C. 

2.       Fry & Jackson's CH. AMANTRA CHEERS Number 2 but again nothing here but quality.   Both 

3.       these dogs exemplify what a King Charles Spaniel should be. 

4.       Smith's CH. JUSTACHARMA HE IS OUR MAGIC 

Class 564 Min Puppy Bitch 

1.   Mochrie's DOWNSBANK GLIMPSE OF GOLD. Very much a Minor Puppy but oozing quality. Not 

over happy with the noise but the quality won her Best Puppy.  Company in the ring I feel would 

help her and definitely one for the future. 

Class 565.Puppy Bitch 



1.   Hunter's HOOEBARTON TIGER LILLY. Another girl standing alone but with more than enough 

to show.  Well built and shaped with good Rib cage and level back.  Would like to see her in 

another six months. 

Class 566.  Junior Bitch 

Askins & Kendall's HEADRA'S CLEMENTINE A very Femine girl with all the female attributes. A 

super coat of the correct texture and plenty of it. Well presented and a worthy first place. 

2.       Byers MAIBEE ANYA AT SIMANNIE A little immature but time will sort this.  Well constructed 

and definitely sound she certainly enjoys her showing. 

3.       Johnson's ALAMBRA RUBIES N  EMERALDS 

Class 567.   Post Grad Bitch 

1.    Pascoe's CWMHAF LULLABY OF BROADWAY A real feminine girl with all the beauty one would 

expect. Well built with good body giving a perfect shape.  I liked the finish of her head which 

could only be admired. A good all round finish. 

2.    Lewis's VASHDOWN MY FAIR LADY   Her name says it all. She showed her attributes as a Lady 

should. Well presented and definitely quality. 

Class 568. Limit Bitch 

1.   Waters & Robins   MAIBEE OLIVIA This bitch stood alone with regard to quality.  Excellent 

size with made to measure hind quarters which gave a lovely driving movement and balanced 

outline on themove.  Very feminine with a perfect head and really enjoys her show time CC 

2.    Smith's JUSTACHARMA SOMETHING MAGIC J.W. Another bitch with top marks.  The breed is 

definitely in capable hands with such super bitches.  In some ways difficult to separate these two. 

3.    Anderson & Watt's MAIBEE DOMINIQUE 

Class 569. Open Bitch 

1.    Johnson's ALAMBRA ISA BELLA A quality Ruby bitch with a rich red chestnut coat in super 

condition. A little nervous in the ring today Which spoilt the over all performance. 

A super body and so very sound. A worthy winner of Open Bitch. 



2.       Robinson's NASTANE MISS DIOR AVEC BALDRAGON JW   Another bitch of 'Open' quality. 

Very feminine, super body and sound on the move. A bitch the owner should be proud to own 

3.       Askins & Kendall's AMANTRA CHARMFUL AT HEADRA. 
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